DECIDE decision support for Gas Turbine Operation & Maintenance

The right decisions at the right time

The benefits of DECIDE:

- Prevent engine downtime
- Cost-effective O&M decision making
- Be more in control (relevant decision information & support available 24/7)
- Feel more confident about your entire gas turbine operation

DECIDE – how does it work and what does it deliver?

DECIDE provides practical & easy-to-understand recommendations, dashboards & reports to improve day-to-day decision making in Gas Turbine Operation & Maintenance

The purpose of DECIDE remote decision support is to enable cost effective decisions with a unique combination of smart engine data analysis and expert recommendations by VBR engineers.

Automated analysis & intelligent diagnostics transform the acquired raw engine data into useful information & smart alarm management and experienced VBR engineers draw conclusions.

It is a simple add-on system that works with cyber secure 100% one-way acquisition of engine data through certified Anti-Terrorism Technology.

These conclusions are presented as practical and easy to understand recommendations, dashboards & reports.

To learn more about remote decision support for your GT operation contact VBR at decide@vbr-turbinepartners.com or by phone at +31 88 010 9030.